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31This paper investigates the feasibility of using a novel domain-based correlation approach
32derived from the complex frequency domain assurance criterion (CFDAC) for the detection
33and quantification of impact damage in composite laminates. The CFDAC is essentially a
34complex-valued two-dimensional indicator of the covariance between two sets of fre-
35quency response functions for each pair of spectral lines corresponding to vibration-
36response of pristine and damage states. The study focuses on damage induced by high-
37velocity ice impacts on carbon fiber laminated plates. The experimental results demon-
38strate that the proposed methodology correctly identifies the level of induced damage
39via a user-independent scalar damage indicator. Therefore, this approach has potential
40use as a damage indicator, which could be adapted as a structural assessment non-
41destructive method. This research aims to contribute to the further development of func-
42tional, autonomous, and reliable structural health monitoring systems for composite struc-
43tures based on spectral-domain indices.
44� 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
45

46

47

48 1. Introduction

49 The phenomenon of impact damage in composite laminate materials has been the subject of an extensive investigation by
50 numerous researchers over the last decades. This is due in part to the multiplicity of induced failure modes, such as matrix
51 cracking, delamination and fiber breakage; and, the complex interaction between fibers and matrix. Of particular interest is a
52 type of failure that occurs when the damaged surface of an impact point is not representative of the internal induced dam-
53 age, commonly referred to as barely visible impact damage (BVID). This type of failure leads to a collapse of the composite
54 panel under unacceptable compression load levels [1,2].
55 Low energy impacts produced by rigid projectiles may cause a small permanent indentation in the impact area, which
56 helps with impact localization. Meanwhile, high energy impacts are characterized by fiber breakage and laminate penetra-
57 tion, which makes locating the impact zone trivial. However, in the case of soft or fragile impacts such as the ones caused by
58 ice [3,4], the projectile disintegrates without indenting the contact surface, complicating the location of the impact zone.
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59 That situation has proved to be critical in the case of aircraft during take-off and landing maneuvers due to the hail impacts.
60 Therefore, there is a need for a cost-effective and non-destructive testing method to identify the internal damage at an early
61 stage and to ensure that the composite is not compromised, thus preventing the occurrence of structural failure.
62 Over the last decades, several non-destructive damage assessment approaches have been used to identify damage in com-
63 posites. These methods include mostly ultrasonic inspection [5,6], eddy current [7], shearography [8,9] and thermography
64 evaluation [10–12], acoustic emission monitoring [13], wave propagation analysis [14,15] and X-ray computed tomogra-
65 phies [16,17]. An overview of the advantages and disadvantages of some of the currently available NDT methods applied
66 to composites is presented in [18].
67 Particularly, an outstanding number of contributions have been made in the field of vibration-based methods [19–22].
68 The underlying principle behind these methods is that the vibration response of a structure depends on its physical proper-
69 ties; thus, damage-induced changes can result in detectable variations in the vibration response, which can be used as an
70 indicator of structural integrity. A meaningful advantage of this approach when compared with other conventional local
71 techniques, such as ultrasonic inspection, is that a global response of the whole structure is obtained from local sensor data,
72 making it an attractive option for structural health monitoring. Detailed reviews on vibration-based techniques for damage
73 identification are readily available [19–25].
74 These methods can be classified according to the damage-threshold, the approach, or the correlation domain. Concerning
75 the damage-threshold, damage identification can be understood as a five-step process [22]: identify the existence of damage
76 (Level 1), determine its geometric location (Level 2), classify the type of damage (Level 3), assess the severity of damages
77 (Level 4) and predict the remaining service life of the structure (Level 5). Concerning the baseline reference approach,
78 vibration-based methods can be classified into two groups: model-based or response-based. Model-based methods require
79 an analytic or more often a numerical model -usually a finite element model (FEM)-, while response-base use only experi-
80 mental data to identify damage. Regarding the domain used to identify a correlation between damage and vibration
81 response, these methods can be classified into three main categories according to the parameters used when comparing
82 damaged and pristine (undamaged) states. First, the modal-domain uses modal parameters such as natural frequencies
83 [26–29], modal damping [30,31], mode shapes [28,32–40], or quantities derived from these, such as the strain energy and
84 curvatures [28,33,39,41–49]. Second, the spatial-domain, based on the mass, stiffness (or flexibility), and damping matrices
85 [50,51]. Last, the response-domain which encompasses the temporal domain [52,53] and the spectral domain which makes
86 use of the frequency response functions (FRFs) [36,37,54–56], the operational deflection shapes (ODS) [57,58], or the derived
87 transmissibilities [59–62].
88 The state-of-the-art vibration-based techniques for damage identification on composite materials focus mainly on modal
89 domain approaches for the detection and location of incipient delamination [38,40,43] addressing relevant issues such as the
90 sensitivity to damage, robustness against noise and the absence of material and structural information [25,45,48,63].
91 From the authors’ standpoint, the spectral domain damage methods present some advantages over modal, spatial, and
92 temporal domain-based methods such as convenient condensing procedures without loss of information through the Fourier
93 transform, added post-processing simplicity and enhanced sensitivity to degradation.
94 Some authors have previously addressed the damage identification from response functions in the frequency domain.
95 These approaches are generally based on the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) and differ in the level of identification
96 attempted (detection, location, extent, and prognosis), on the mathematical formulation of correlation, and consequently,
97 on the result and sensitivity. By way of example, Sampaio et al. [64] reviewed and compared some of the most known meth-
98 ods of damage identification in the modal, frequency, and time domains. The assessment was undertaken with a numerical
99 model and address the ability for detection and location of small incipient damage in metallic beams.

100 The frequency-domain methods are commonly based on a generalization of the modal domain methods such as the
101 Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) and the Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (CoMAC), to the frequency domain. Hence,
102 for example, the Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion (FDAC) proposed by Pascual et al. [65] is an operator parallel to the
103 MAC, but formulated in the spectral domain instead of the modal domain. The same applies to the Frequency Response
104 Assurance Criterion (FRAC) regarding the CoMAC. Some other proposed correlation criteria for damage detection are the Glo-
105 bal Shape Correlation function (GSC), Global Amplitude Correlation function (GAC), the Cross-Signature Assurance Criterion
106 (CSAC), the Cross-Signature Scale Factor (CSF) or the Response Vector Assurance Criterion (RVAC) [66,67]. Essentially, the
107 difference in the mathematical formulation of the above criteria is due to whether the correlation is done relating the
108 response at each paired DOF for all measured frequencies (like FRAC) or relating data on response DOFs for each frequency
109 line (like FDAC, GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF or RVAC). These different correlation criteria result in a matrix of measured DoF size
110 (FRAC), a matrix of frequency lines (FDAC), or vectors for the frequency range of consideration (GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF or
111 RVAC). These results make able to identify the effect upon the vibration response of damage presence and thus are used
112 on damage detection strategies.
113 From all of the above, this research is aimed to go further in the structural diagnostic of impacted composite structures by
114 addressing the damage quantification and the prognosis of the performance. With the same purpose, Sampaio et al. [57,68],
115 proposed from the RVAC (a simplified version of the FDAC), the Relative Damage Quantification indicator (DRQ) as an arith-
116 metic average of the RVAC along the frequency range of consideration. Another proposed method by themselves is the ODS
117 difference indicator (DODS), calculated as a normalized difference of the ODS. As the authors stated, both indicators can be
118 used for damage detection but also to quantify damage in a relative way because they decrease with the increasing severity
119 of the damage [57].
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120 The above correlation criteria, together with derived indicators, have proven (with different degrees of sensitivity) to be
121 applicable in the detection of incipient damages. However, when attempting to identify damage with intermediate severity,
122 frequency correlations degrade sharply, thus the indicators not being suitable for quantification purposes. In other words,
123 one may state that the indicators are sensitive, but the range for damage quantification is limited. This constraint can be
124 overcome by considering a correlation criterion extended for each pair of frequency lines, as shown later.
125 Bearing this in mind, this work addresses the damage quantification problem by utilizing a spectral domain-based cor-
126 relation approach derived from the complex frequency domain assurance criterion (CFDAC) and experimentally demon-
127 strates its feasibility for the detection and quantification of damage in composite laminates. The study focuses on damage
128 induced by high-velocity ice impacts. The objective is to correlate the level of induced damage and the transverse residual
129 load-bearing capacity of the laminates with an objective and user-independent scalar damage indicator. This simple and
130 straightforward approach uses measured data in the form of FRFs, without modal identification or any further treatment.
131 The method proves to be valid for the entire range of impact energies analyzed, including delaminations and fiber breakage
132 at the most severe levels.
133 This paper is organized as follows: in the following section, the fundamentals of this approach are presented. Section 3
134 describes the study’s methodology, providing details on materials, test specimens, and experiments conducted, including
135 statics and dynamic testing and non-destructive evaluation. In Section 4, the results are presented, compared, and discussed.
136 Finally, the conclusions of the study and future work are summarized in Section 5.

137 2. Frequency domain-based correlation approach

138 The relationship between the input forces FðxÞ and responses XðxÞ of a system is defined through the transfer functions
139 or frequency response functions (FRFs) matrix HðxÞ as HðxÞ ¼ XðxÞF�1ðxÞ. The transfer function matrix HðxÞ contains all
140 the information about the dynamic characteristics of the system. Each of its elements hpqðxÞ corresponds to an individual
141 FRF describing the relation between the response xpðxÞ at a particular coordinate p and a single force excitation f qðxÞ
142 applied at coordinate q, i.e. xpðxÞ ¼ hpqðxÞf qðxÞ.
143 The basis of vibration-based approaches for impact damage assessment relies on the variation of the dynamic responses
144 due to the presence of induced damage. This phenomenon gives rise to the possibility of identifying the presence of damage
145 from variations in dynamic responses, i.e., hðxÞ, before and after the impact event. As an illustrative example, Fig. 1 depicts
146 the FRFs plots of high-velocity ice impacted and pristine CFRP specimens, which shows the shift that occurs in the vibration
147 response of a sample due to damage.
148 This work takes advantage of this property of the FRFs as a means to identify and quantify impact-induced damage in
149 CFRP plates. To this end, the proposed correlation approach between two sets of FRFs, one of which represents the pristine1

150 state and the second one, the impacted state, is based on the CFDAC2 which is described below.

151 2.1. Complex frequency domain assurance criterion

152 The CFDAC is defined for each pair of frequency lines in the spectra (xf ;xg) over a set of N measured-excited points as
153 follows:
154

CFDACfg ¼
PN

p¼1

PN
q¼1h

ðpÞ
pq ðxf ÞhðdÞ

pq ðxgÞ
h i2

PN
p¼1

PN
q¼1h

ðpÞ
pq ðxf Þh�ðpÞ

pq ðxf Þ
h i PN

p¼1

PN
q¼1h

ðdÞ
pq ðxgÞh�ðdÞ

pq ðxgÞ
h i 2 C ð1Þ

156156

157 where hðpÞðxÞ stands for the pristine set of FRFs, hðdÞðxÞ for the damaged set of FRFs, f and g denote the frequency line indices,
158 p and q refer to geometrical indices referring to measured and excited locations of FRFs, and h�ðxÞ is the complex conjugate

159 operator. For mathematical consistency, it is essential that all the FRFs hðpÞðxÞ and hðdÞðxÞ involved in the computation have
160 the same amount of lines and resolution, namely Nf ¼ Ng . Hence, CFDAC results in a complex-valued two-dimensional array

161 of dimension Nf � Nf , i.e. CFDAC hðpÞðxÞ; hðdÞðxÞ
� �

2 C, being an indicator of the covariance between two sets of FRFs com-

162 pared for each pair of spectral lines. Resulting values3 are thus confined in the [-1, 1], [-j, j] region of the complex plane.
163 The general form of pristine-to-pristine absolute-valued parts of a CFDAC, shows a perfect diagonal unitary structure, as
164 observed in Fig. 2 a, b and c. The real part of the CFDAC, ARe ¼ Re CFDACð Þ, is the joint contribution of the self-products of the
165 real and the imaginary parts of the FRFs involved in the computation, while imaginary part, AIm ¼ Im CFDACð Þ, results from

1 The approach needs a pristine or reference state for FRFs correlation. If a pristine pattern is not available for comparison, an accurate numerical model may
be used to synthesize the reference FRFs. Nonetheless, it is preferable to have a set of experimental FRFs in a reference state or at least in a state of damage
below the detection thresholds.

2 The formulations used are thoroughly described in reference [54] and is not be elaborated here except for the main aspects, which are briefly described
subsequently.

3 Real and imaginary parts of the CFDAC are represented as absolute-valued in figures to facilitate interpretation but considered with the appropriate sign in
further computations.
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166 the product of imaginary and real parts of FRFs. Representation of the real part shows a correlation between the resonant
167 peaks and its adjacent frequencies. Imaginary peaks in the FRFs contribute the correlation at the central frequency of the
168 lobes, whereas the real part correlation contributes to the correlation at lateral frequencies of each lobe as the real part is
169 strictly null at the resonant frequency. Complementary, the imaginary part results in a mostly empty matrix with correlation
170 twin lobes around central natural frequencies and null correlation zones coincident with each frequency peak. Finally, the
171 magnitude, i.e., AjCj ¼ jCFDACj, is the combined modulus of these two contributions.

Fig. 1. Inertance FRFs plots comparison of a high-velocity ice impacted (953 J) and pristine CFRP specimens. This figure qualitatively highlights the shifts in
frequencies caused by impact. See Table 1 for more details.

Fig. 2. Absolute-valued CFDACs corresponding to (a, b and c) pristine-to-pristine and (d, e and f) pristine-to-impacted CFRP plate correlations, respectively.
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172 When two different states are compared in a CFDAC, one of them representing a damage state, i.e. CFDAChðpÞ ;hðdÞ , the sym-
173 metric form starts to degrade and the diagonal pattern gets shifted. This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 2 d, e and f
174 corresponding to a correlation between a reference and a high-velocity ice impact (953 J) on a CFRP plate.
175 It has been found that the shift in the CFDAC’s diagonal is highly dependent on the degree of induced damage on the CFRP
176 plates, as shown later. This work correlates the severity of damage with the shift in the CFDAC and identifies a quantifiable
177 damage indicator that can be used to assess the degree of damage in CFRP by determining its vibration response.
178 As stated in the introduction, the referenced criteria such as GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF, and RVAC, are sensitive to the presence
179 of incipient damage but degrade rapidly when the damage increases. This constraint is attributed to the fact that in the cri-
180 teria GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF, and RVAC, the correlation between the operational deflection shapes of the damaged and undam-
181 aged states is calculated at the same frequency lines, which corresponds to the diagonal of the CFDAC. Consequently, when
182 damage appears, the diagonal pattern gets shifted, and the correlation along the diagonal is drastically down. The CFDAC
183 extends the correlation to each pair of frequency lines, thus including the cross components of the matrix (see Fig. 2). This
184 aspect significantly enhances the ability of the criterion to quantify damage across the entire range of impact energies
185 analyzed.

186 2.2. Spectral correlation index

187 This study assesses the degree of damage in a sample by determining how different or similar are the two pristine-to-
188 pristine and pristine-to-damaged CFDACs, here referred to as CFDAChðpÞ ;hðpÞ and CFDAChðpÞ ;hðdÞ . The assessment on the dissimi-
189 larity of CFDACs is conducted using quantitative values based on image-structure modification indicators generated from the
190 two matrix indicators. To obtain a dereferenced damage indicator between the two CFDACs, the normalized form of the
191 covariance is adopted as the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), i.e.:
192

PCCA;B ¼
PNf

f¼1

PNg
g¼1AfgBfg � NfNg

�A�B
NfNg � 1
� �

rArB
ð2Þ

194194

195 where Nf and Ng are the number of spectral lines in the FRFs from which is computed, being Nf ¼ Ng as stated above. The
196 terms Afg and Bfg correspond to the pristine-to-pristine and to the pristine to damaged CFDAC correlations, respectively.

197 These can be either4 the real part ARe ¼ Re CFDAChðpÞ ;hðpÞ

� �
and BRe ¼ Re CFDAChðpÞ ;hðdÞ

� �
or the imaginary part

198 AIm ¼ Im CFDAChðpÞ ;hðpÞ

� �
and BIm ¼ Im CFDAChðpÞ ;hðdÞ

� �
.

199 The terms �A and �B stand for the sample means, i.e.:
200

�A ¼ 1
NfNg

XNf

f¼1

XNg

g¼1

Afg ð3Þ
202202

203 and analogously for �B, while rA and rB is the sample standard deviation, i.e.:
204

rA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
NfNg � 1

XNf

f¼1

XNg

g¼1

Afg � �A� �2
vuut ð4Þ

206206

207 and analogously for rB .
208 The correlation between the two CFDACs is computed for the real and imaginary parts of two CFDACmatrices, resulting in
209 two PCCs (being these PCCRe and PCCIm) per each comparison state. PCCs are real numbers with values bounded between [-1,
210 1], with 1 corresponding to a linear correlation, 0 indicating total lack of correlation and �1 expressing an inverse or indirect
211 correlation between the sets of data compared. This last scenario is not conceivable in this context since it represents an
212 inverse frequency correlation. Hence, PCCs are assumed to be bounded in the [0, 1] range.
213 Finally, the spectral correlation index (SCI) is computed from:
214

SCIA;B ¼ 1� jPCCA;Bj 2 R ð5Þ216216

217 The transformation 1� jPPCA;Bj is adopted for convenience since it is considered more suitable to assign a value of 0 when
218 the plate is not damaged and values near 1 when the correlation is completely lost. SCI is computed for the real and imag-
219 inary parts of two CFDAC matrices, resulting in two SCIs indicators for each impact damage case.

4 As proved in previous research [54], the real and imaginary parts present a more significant behavior than the magnitude. Accordingly, the magnitude
correlation has been put aside on this work.
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220 3. Experimental procedure

221 An extensive experimental study was carried out to quantify the effect of high-velocity ice impact damage on the vibra-
222 tion response of CFRP laminated plates. This work was split into three stages: ice impact testing, ultrasonic and vibration
223 testing performed on pristine and damaged composite laminates, and transverse loading test to assess residual bearing
224 capacity.

225 3.1. Materials and test specimens

226 A total of 20 monolithic composite square plates of 300 mm side were used, with two different thicknesses composed by
227 21 plies with stacking sequence ½45=� 45=90=0=90=� 45=45=90=0=90=0�S0 , and 32 plies with stacking sequence
228 ½45=� 45=90=0=90=� 45=45=90=0=90=45=� 45=90=90=� 45=45�S, resulting in a nominal thickness of approximately 4
229 and 6 mm, respectively, with uniform cross-section (see Table 1). Commercially available Hexcel� unidirectional pre-
230 impregnated laminae were used, composed of AS4 carbon fibers embedded in an epoxy resin 8552 matrix. Laminate curing
231 was performed following standard autoclave procedures.

232 3.2. High-velocity impact testing

233 CFRP laminates were subjected to high-velocity ice impacts. Two spheres with diameters of 40 and 50 mm, and weights of
234 32 and 57 g, respectively (see Table 1), were chosen based in the worst-case scenario in hail impact as discussed in [4].
235 Details on the ice sphere optimum manufacturing process have been described in the previous study [4].
236 The ice spheres were impelled using a one-stage light gas gun with a 5 m long and a 60 mm diameter canon (see Fig. 3). In
237 order to launch the ice sphere, a sabot was used to fit the inner caliber of the canon and the outer sphere diameter. The sabot
238 also isolated the ice sphere from undesirable melting or damaging as it accelerates in the barrel. At the cannon muzzle, the
239 sabot is stopped allowing the projectile to fly by itself. Two laser barriers were placed to measure the projectile velocity
240 before it impacted the composite target. The composite plate specimens were placed on a steel frame support located in
241 front of the canon and clamped along their outer border in such a way that a squared area of 280 � 280 mm was the free
242 plate span (Fig. 3). The ice spheres impacted perpendicularly to the plane of the composite laminates in a wide range of
243 speeds from 150 to 250 m/s.
244 After impact testing, the depth and extent of induced delaminations were determined by using phased-array ultrasonic
245 testing equipment5.

246 3.3. Vibration testing

247 For the sake of simplicity, free boundary conditions were selected since they were reliably reproducible throughout the
248 plates pack. CFRP laminates specimens were tested using an acoustic-isolation low-stiffness foam support to reproduce ideal
249 free boundary conditions (Fig. 4). The sound-absorbing sponge was used as a support due to its spike-valley pattern, which
250 limits the contacts between laminate and sponge to a finite number of sponge peaks. As the foam is several orders of mag-
251 nitude less stiff than the CFRP laminate, the vibration behavior of the plate is nearly identical to free-boundary conditions, as
252 previously validated [54]. As a result, the use of the sponge allows for reliable repeatability of the test conditions before and
253 after impact tests, decreasing the uncertainty of the experiment.
254 Vibration tests6 were conducted using the roving excitation technique using a mini-hammer modal test excitation. The tests
255 were performed on the side of the CFRP that has not been impacted in order to avoid broken fibers. FRFs were acquired with
256 reference sampling parameters f max ¼ 3200 Hz, Df ¼ 0:5 Hz, acquisition mesh of 11 � 11 of evenly distributed points, and a ref-
257 erence driving point for the accelerometer at the location 1 of the sampling mesh (see Fig. 4). The FRFs acquisition and test
258 parameters were settled according to the criteria and recommendations published [54], which are based on an extensive study
259 to identify the optimal vibration-test conditions to ensure SCI convergence and stability.

260 3.4. Transverse loading testing

261 The transverse stiffness of the CFRP plates was evaluated to determine the relationship between the spectral-domain
262 based indicator and the residual stiffness of the impacted laminates. The laminates were perpendicularly loaded with a
263 40 mm diameter tempered steel sphere, running three repetitions with a cross-head displacement rate of 1.25 mm/min
264 on the center point of the clamped plate (see Fig. 5). Indentation force and plate central deflection data were recorded.

5 OmniScan MX with standard phased array probe 5 MHz linear array 64 elements.
6 Vibration acquisition hardware used: DAQ spectrum analyzer Bruel& kJær LAN-XI Type 3160-A-042 and Pulse Reflex v21.0 acquisition software.

Accelerometer Bruel& kJær model 4519–003. Miniature impact hammer Bruel& kJær 8204.
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265 4. Results and discussion

266 The feasibility of using the frequency domain-based correlation approach for high-velocity ice impact damage in lami-
267 nated composites is assessed by comparing the CFDACmatrices and SCIs indicators for each damage scenario. Moreover, spe-
268 cial attention is given to the relation between the spectral damage indicators and the laminate residual load-bearing
269 capacity.

270 4.1. Ultrasonic inspection

271 The degree of damage was evaluated for each impacted CFRP plate by using non-destructive ultrasonic inspection equip-
272 ment. Utilizing data from B and C-scan, the depth and extent of the projected area of the induced delaminations were deter-
273 mined. A quantitative comparison between the damage extension and the projected delaminated area is made. Fig. 6 shows

Table 1
Characteristics of the CFRP tested specimens and summary of the experimental results of incident kinetic energy, projected delaminated area and transverse
stiffness K.

Specimen Thicknessy Mass (g) Density Incident
kinetic

Delamination Impact face Back face

(mm) (kg/m3) energy (J) areay (%) K y (N/mm) K=Kp K y (N/mm) K=Kp

21-ply CFRP
platesa

Pristine 3.93 552.0 1562.6 0.0 0 321.7 1.00 356.0 1.00

/ 40 mm D40V157 3.87 551.8 1583.2 401.8 37 249.3 0.78 271.8 0.76
D40V182 3.86 550.5 1584.6 540.0 0 293.8 0.91 330.1 0.93
D40V198 3.89 552.9 1581.3 639.1 59 175.9 0.55 230.9 0.65
D40V200 3.90 555.5 1582.6 652.1 1 308.4 0.96 332.1 0.93
D40V213 3.91 550.0 1563.9 739.6 82 174.7 0.54 176.1 0.49

/ 50 mm D50V144 3.86 551.0 1586.1 660.2 0 307.7 0.96 327.6 0.92
D50V154 3.87 551.2 1582.5 755.1 0 304.6 0.95 325.2 0.91
D50V167 3.97 555.0 1552.3 888.0 88 179.9 0.56 167.5 0.47
D50V173 3.95 549.0 1546.3 953.0 71 139.8 0.43 150.3 0.42
D50V181 3.87 548.1 1574.7 1043.1 93 136.9 0.43 110.3 0.31
D50V200 3.88 547.8 1570.8 1273.6 95 119.3 0.37 55.1 0.15

32-ply CFRP
platesb

Pristine 5.92 836.0 1569.7 0.0 0 913.5 1.00 916.9 1.00

/ 40 mm G40V200 5.89 841.7 1588.5 652.1 63 514.2 0.56 534.7 0.58
G40V221 5.85 834.6 1585.9 796.2 62 599.0 0.66 631.4 0.69
G40V232 5.90 834.0 1570.0 877.5 91 428.7 0.47 416.2 0.45
G40V242 5.75 828.6 1600.5 954.7 73 351.1 0.38 194.1 0.21

/ 50 mm G50V188 5.79 831.5 1596.4 1125.4 72 375.6 0.41 343.3 0.37
G50V201 5.92 838.0 1574.2 1286.4 90 206.1 0.23 241.5 0.26
G50V222 5.79 830.9 1595.2 1569.2 99 217.7 0.24 165.9 0.18

yAveraged values of minimum three test measurements.
a½45=� 45=90=0=90=� 45=45=90=0=90=0�S0 .
b[45/�45/90/0/90/�45/45/90/0/90/45/�45/90/90/�45/45]S

Clamped 
zone

Vessel Laser sensors

Impact zone

Laser extensometryHigh speed 
video camera

CFRP panel 
300 x 300 mm

Barrel

Ice impactor

Fig. 3. Ice impact assay diagram for the CFRP laminate specimen and the one-stage pneumatic launcher [4].
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274 the experimental prediction of the projected delaminated area measured using C-scan ultrasonic images, for some represen-
275 tative impacted specimens at different velocities. The areas colored in red denote interlaminar damages. Fig. 7 displays the B-
276 scan ultrasonic images of the laminate cross-section showing the through-thickness distribution of damage at various loca-
277 tions for two different specimens tested with comparable impact energy. The numbers are shown in Fig. 7 indicate the depth
278 delamination estimation with an error found to be �1 layer.
279 Fig. 8 shows the values of the percentage of the projected delaminated area measured through C-scan ultrasonic images,
280 as a function of the incident kinetic energy (IKE) for each CFRP specimen. The numerical values are given in Table 1. Colors
281 group the depicted data according to the nomenclature adopted in Table 1 for the ice diameters (40 and 50 mm) and lam-
282 inate thicknesses (4 and 6 mm).
283 As expected, even though there are a limited number of samples, the results demonstrate that there exists a positive cor-
284 relation between impact energy and the damaged area. It should be noted that the change in slope around 1000 J corre-

Fig. 4. Experimental setup used to conduct the vibration studies. The spiked foam is used to obtain free-boundary conditions.

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the laminate transverse loading assay used in this study to evaluate residual stiffness.

a) D40V157 IKE: 401.8 J 
Delaminated area: 37%

b) D40V213I IKE: 739.6 J 
Delaminated area: 82%

c) D50V167 IKE: 888.0 J 
Delaminated area: 88%

d) G50V201 IKE: 1286.4 J 
Delaminated area: 90%

Fibre breakage

e) G40V232 IKE: 877.5 J 
Delaminated area: 91%

Fig. 6. Projected delaminated area for some CFRP impacted specimens. IKE stands for incident kinetic energy. See Table 1 for more details.
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285 sponds with the onset of fiber breakage mainly on the front face due to the bending stresses, which is consistent with the
286 visual observations made after the experimental tests. The samples represented in the lower region correspond to those
287 CFRP plates impacted at an energy below the damage threshold. It has been observed that a sudden transition occurs
288 between zero delamination and full delamination, which can be considered when the delaminated area is higher than
289 75% [69]. This phenomenon prevented the obtention of samples with intermediate levels of damage.

290 4.2. Transverse load-bearing capacity

291 Transverse stiffness was determined for impacted and pristine laminates, taking the slope of the contact force versus mid-
292 span between 20% and 50% of the maximum reached load corresponding to the linear elastic region. Overall, the data from
293 this study shows that the slope of the curve decreases as the severity of the damage increases, which conforms to previously
294 published findings [54]. Fig. 9 compares the incident kinetic energy for both front and back faces versus the transverse stiff-
295 ness ratio, this ratio is determined by dividing the stiffness of the damaged state by the stiffness of the pristine state. Sim-
296 ilarly, Fig. 10 shows the projected delaminated area versus the stiffness ratio for both faces. The numerical values are given in
297 Table 1. As expected, increased incident kinetic energy or projected delaminated area leads to lower stiffness ratio values.

7~88~96~7

8~96~7

6~77~8 8~910~11

6~78~910~117~8

9~107~86~7 8~9

7~8 6~7

7~88~96~7

Section: 25 mm

Section: 75 mm

Section: 125 mm

Section: 175 mm

Section: 225 mm

Section: 275 mm

[45/-45/90/0/90/-45/45/90/0/90/0]S

250 3000 mm 50 100 150 200

Section: 25 mm

Section: 75 mm

Section: 125 mm

Section: 175 mm

Section: 225 mm

Section: 275 mm

[45/-45/90/0/90/-45/45/90/0/90/45/-45/90/90/-45/45]S

11~1214~1513~14

9~1011~1214~1513~1415~16

9~1011~1214~1515~169~10

9~1015~169~10 11~12 17~18

15~1614~1517~189~10 11~12

15~1614~1511~12

250 3000 mm 50 100 150 200

Fig. 7. Ultrasound testing results of the laminate cross-section showing the through-thickness distribution of damage at various locations (labeled sections)
for two different specimens tested with comparable impact energy. See Table 1 for more details.

Fig. 8. Percentage of the projected delaminated area as a function of the incident impact energy for each CFRP impacted specimen.
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298 The samples represented in the grey region (Figs. 9 and 10) correspond to those plates impacted at an energy below the
299 damage threshold, as previously stated. These samples have maintained their load-bearing capacity, and the deviation that
300 can be observed is due to the inherent experimental error of the assay.
301 The most degraded plates, which present the lowest stiffness ratio, corresponding to the samples in which fiber breakage
302 has occurred. It has been observed that the type of fracture initiates once the maximum level of delamination has been
303 achieved. This can be observed in Fig. 10. This failure mechanism has a noticeable effect on the residual load-bearing capac-
304 ity, as evidenced by the results shown in Fig. 10 when comparing samples with an equivalent delaminated area in the pres-
305 ence or absence of fiber rupture.
306 Lastly, the difference between the stiffness measured on the front or backside is minimal for samples containing only
307 delamination but increases considerably with the appearance of fiber breakage.

308 4.3. Frequency domain correlation

309 This section analyses the behavior of CFDAC matrices for some representative impacted plates. For simplicity, only the
310 real part of the CFDAC matrices are presented in Fig. 11. In the legend of each subfigure, the data of the incident kinetic
311 energy (IKE), the percentage of the delaminated area, the ratio of transverse rigidity of the front and back face, and the real
312 and imaginary indicators of the spectral correlation coefficients (SCI) are shown. Additionally, the presence of fiber breakage
313 presence is also stated.

Fig. 9. Transverse stiffness ratio as a function of the incident kinetic energy for each CFRP impacted plate loaded at the front and back faces.

Fig. 10. Transverse stiffness ratio as a function of the projected delaminated area for each CFRP impacted plate loaded at the front and back faces.
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314 As it can be observed, higher levels of damage lead to larger shifts and degradation of the diagonal structure of the CFDAC,
315 validating the hypothesis presented in this study. The down-trend that can be observed in the CFDAC diagonal (either on the
316 real part, imaginary part or magnitude) is because the operating deflection shapes (ODS) correlation is maintained for all
317 equivalent ODS but, for a damaged case, natural frequencies decrease which lead to a decrease in the spectral domain cor-
318 relation. This study takes advantage of this phenomenon to identify an indicator of impact damage by assessing changes to
319 the CFDAC’s diagonal.
320 Overall, it has been found that the most significant degradation corresponds to higher levels of damage, particularly those
321 impacts that induce fiber breakage (Fig. 11 g, h, and i). Likewise, it can be seen that the degradation is higher in the upper
322 frequencies of the spectrum, which correspond to the local modes of vibration of the plates. On the other hand, it should be
323 noted that for similar IKE levels, the effect on the diagonal is noticeably different for different plate thicknesses and sphere
324 diameters.
325 However, although the results presented so far allow for a subjective interpretation of the level of damage, they are still
326 highly reliant on the end-user. To address this issue, the application of SCI indicators as an objective and user-independent
327 damage indicator is discussed next.

Fig. 11. Real part of CFDACs computed for some representative CFRP impacted plates. See Table 1 for more details. The vertical axis in each plot corresponds
to frequency lines of impacted plates while the horizontal axis to frequency lines of CFRP pristine plates.
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328 4.4. SCI and residual stiffness

329 This subsection presents the correlations found between SCI indicators, the levels of damage, and the residual stiffness of
330 the CFRP plates. Fig. 12 presents the results of the projected delaminated area with respect to SCI for the real and imaginary
331 parts. The data obtained show a clear upward trend between SCIs and the level of induced damage.
332 From the data presented, it can be observed that the plates impacted below the damage threshold present a minimum SCI
333 value demonstrating that this methodology possesses good repeatability for non-damaged samples as the deviation in these
334 samples is minimal. Furthermore, imaginary SCI values are higher than the real SCI values, which demonstrate that the imag-
335 inary part is a more sensitive damage indicator than the real part.
336 The graphs in Fig. 13 represent the relationship between SCI indicators and the transverse stiffness ratio obtained for each
337 CFRP impacted plate tested at the front and back faces. As explained previously, samples represented in the grey region cor-
338 respond to those plates impacted at an energy below the impact damage threshold, thus considered pristine plates in this
339 study. The SCIs obtained for pristine plates D and G during repeatability tests have also been represented. These tests are
340 conducted by performing two vibration and two transverse loading tests consecutively. The experimental repeatability anal-
341 ysis was undertaken to assess the influence of the operator-derived uncertainties and changes in the experimental setup (i.e.,

Fig. 12. Projected delaminated area for each CFRP impacted specimen as a function of the real and imaginary spectral correlation indices.

Fig. 13. Relationship between (a) the real and (b) imaginary SCI indicators and the transverse stiffness ratio obtained for each CFRP impacted plate loaded at
the front and back faces.
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342 changes to the boundary conditions due to the assembly/disassembly process between samples). This data has been used to
343 identify the experimental error of this method for the SCI and stiffness ratio.
344 Overall, the results show a remarkable correlation between the vibration-based spectral indicator SCI and the residual
345 load-bearing capacity, consistent with the proposed hypothesis. The method proves capable of quantifying damage across
346 the entire range of impacts. Particularly, identifying the presence of fiber breakage is extremely important as there is a sig-
347 nificant decrease in material properties when fiber rupture occurs.
348 Changes to the imaginary SCI are more pronounced compared to the real SCI for equivalent stiffness ratios, thus being the
349 imaginary part more suitable for early identification of the presence of damage and the real part more suitable as a marker
350 for damage accumulation. Nonetheless, from the depicted results, setting the detection threshold and consequently estimate
351 the sensitivity of the method comes into question since results obtained for the minor damage display delaminated areas
352 exceeding 37% of the plate’s area (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 10). This result is due to the sudden transition between zero delamina-
353 tion and full delamination, being a characteristic feature of this type of damage. Accordingly, this matter makes it challeng-
354 ing to analyze a priori the minimum detection damage threshold for this specific application.
355 As depicted in Fig. 13, the method detects and quantifies successfully damages that cause a 22% loss of stiffness. This cor-
356 responds to the smallest damage induce using the impact experimental setup. Nonetheless, it should be highlighted that this
357 does not mean that it is the detection threshold. One could conclude that this method allows identifying damages that cause
358 variations in the SCI indicators above the experimental test–retest repeatability threshold. This implies, in the worst case, the
359 detection of damage that leads to a 10% loss of stiffness. It should be noted that this threshold is not constrained by the pro-
360 posed method, but by the estimated inherent experimental error. This experimental error may be narrowed down by using
361 an experimental setup with better repeatability, such as the use of shakers or laser vibrometers, and avoiding the assembly
362 and disassembly of the plates in the transverse stiffness test.
363 Finally, the minimum detection threshold based on loss of stiffness is considered to be within the structural design limits
364 (contemplated by the safety criteria), for which reason detection and quantification would occur within the structural safety
365 limits.

366 5. Conclusions

367 Results obtained from this experimental study demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the proposed frequency
368 domain-based correlation approach for high-velocity ice impact damage identification and structural assessment on CFRP
369 plates. The approach uses measured data in the form of FRFs, without modal identification or any further treatment. The
370 method proves to be valid for the entire range of impact energies analyzed, including delamination damage and fiber break-
371 age at the most severe levels.
372 High-velocity ice impact tests and subsequent ultrasonic inspection provide evidence of a relationship between incident
373 energy and the level of induced-damage in terms of the delaminated area. However, ice impacts with similar incident energy
374 using projectiles with matching diameters not always cause internal damage, which shows that incident kinetic energy
375 might not be a reliable parameter to identify the presence of damage. In the CFRP plates with the presence of internal
376 induced-damage, except for the samples of higher impact energy (in which fiber-rupture is observed on the front face
377 due to the bending stresses), the impacts do not cause permanent indentation on the surface even though there are impor-
378 tant internal delaminations and a drastic reduction to their load-bearing capacity. Furthermore, a relationship between the
379 residual transverse load-bearing capacity and the induced-damage in terms of the projected delaminated area has been
380 experimentally demonstrated. All this data highlights the significance of having an NDT method capable of determining
381 the level of induced-damage and estimating the residual load-bearing capacity reliably.
382 The CFDAC matrix is a measure of the covariance between two sets of FRFs corresponding to the pristine and damage
383 states. As demonstrated, when two different states are compared, being one of them the impacted one, the characteristic
384 CFDAC diagonal shape starts to degrade and shifts. It has been observed that higher levels of damage cause higher shifts
385 and degradation of the diagonal structure of the CFDAC, validating the hypothesis proposed in this study.
386 As stated in the introduction, the referenced criteria such as GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF, and RVAC, are sensitive to the presence
387 of incipient damage but degrade rapidly when the damage increases. This constraint is attributed to the fact that in the cri-
388 teria GSC, GAC, CSAC, CSF, and RVAC, the correlation between the operational deflection shapes of the damaged and undam-
389 aged states is calculated at the same frequency lines, which corresponds to the diagonal of the CFDAC. Consequently, when
390 damage appears, the diagonal pattern gets shifted, and the correlation along the diagonal is drastically down. In contrast to
391 previously published correlation criteria, the CFDAC extends the correlation to each pair of frequency lines, including the
392 cross components of the matrix, thus significantly enhancing the quantification of damage across the entire range of impact
393 energies analyzed.
394 The proposed correlation index condenses the spectral correlation between two states into a scalar value, allowing an
395 estimation of the degree of impact-induced damage. The experimental data show that determined the SCI can predict
396 changes to the residual load-bearing capacity. As shown in the results section, the real part of the SCI appears less sensitive
397 to damage than the imaginary part but is a useful marker of damage accumulation. Therefore, the imaginary part of the SCI
398 can be used as an outstanding early damage detector, while the real part of the SCI can give valuable information on the
399 degree of accumulated damage.
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400 Finally, these findings demonstrate the potential of the proposed vibration-based approach to detect and quantify
401 impact-induced damages through an NDT method using a user-independent methodology. In the opinion of the authors, this
402 work will contribute to the further development of functional, autonomous, and reliable structural health monitoring sys-
403 tems for composite structures.
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